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THEME OF THE MONTH



TEACHER’S DAY CELEBRATION

There was a resonating feeling of love and affection this year at Thakur School of Global
Education while celebrating Teachers Day 2023, making it a very noteworthy one. The
students of Grades IX and X took charge of making this day special for all of their
wonderful educators. Cards and chocolates were given to the teachers at a special
assembly, and our beloved students read poems and meaningful messages to them. The
day concluded with a delicious cake-cutting.



TEACHER’S DAY CELEBRATION



JANMASHTAMI CELEBRATION 
PRIMARY & SECONDARY

Lord Krishna's birthday is commemorated with great fervour and devotion. A traditional
game of joy played and celebrated, Dahi Handi, commemorates Krishna's birth on
Janmashtami. It is celebrated with a great spirit across our country. Thakur School of
Global Education held a ‘‘DAHI HANDI CELEBRATION’’ on Friday, September 6, 2023.
Students joyfully participated in the celebration by forming teams, building a human
pyramid, and attempting to reach or break the pot. The students were overjoyed when
they broke the ‘Dahi Handi’ (pot of butter & curd) to grace this occasion.



JANMASHTAMI CELEBRATION  
WONDER YEARS

Learner’s celebrated Janmashtami, the day of joy and jubilation heralding the birth of Lord
Krishna, the beloved of millions, with great zeal. Learners of Wonder Years in the dresses of
Lord Krishna and Radha turned the school into Vrindavan. They also participated in various
activities. The aura of divinity graced the celebration as tiny tots made beautiful craft items
like Krishna crowns. Learners also posed for clicks with the well-decorated swing.  The
celebration also included dancing, breaking of Dahi Handi. They also enjoyed watching the
movie ‘Little Krishna ‘in the AR VR room.



AFROZ SHAH FOUNDATION
BEACH CLEAN -UP WORKSHOP 

Adv. Afroz Shah established the Afroz Shah Foundation, a philanthropic organization that
uses a 21st-century formal framework and a Gandhian idea of a citizen’s movement to
carry out charitable activities. 
On September 6, 2023, Thakur School of Global Education had the wonderful opportunity
to meet Adv. Afroz Shah and have him speak with youngsters on the significance of the
ocean and how our consumption of plastic has negatively harmed our mother earth. For
our students, this workshop was an eye-opening experience that inspired them to act to
save Mother Earth.



BOOK PARADE 
WONDER YEARS TO GRADE IV

TSGE celebrates love for literacy by having an annual character parade in the month
 of September.
 Each learner chooses their favourite book and dresses up as their favorite book character for
the parade.This year we had a young author Paulomi in Grade VII from ST Mary's school
Khoparkhairne visiting our school who addressed and inspired our young learners the
importance of reading. They even had a question answer session with the young author.



SCI-PI DAY
The Sci π quiz, which was conducted on 3rd Sept 2023, was an exciting event that brought
together Science and Math with an opportunity to explore interconnection between
science and math.
During the event, The learners from Grade I to A levels, got to participate in interactive
activities, experiments, and presentations in the form of a quiz that was designed to spark
learners interest and engage them in hands-on learning. They found it fascinating to see
how science and math can be used to solve real-world problems and how they are
interconnected.
Moreover, the Sci π quiz helped the learners to cultivate  critical thinking, problem-solving,
and analytical skills, which are essential in both science and math fields. The event left the
learners  inspired to pursue a career in a STEM-related field.



SCI-PI DAY



GRAND PARENT’S DAY
Grandparents are the family’s greatest treasure, the founders of a loving legacy, the greatest
storytellers, and the keepers of tradition. Grandparents are the family’s strongest foundation.
Through their special love and care, grandparents keep a family close to heart.
To honour them, Thakur School of Global Education, celebrated Grandparents Day on
Wednesday, 13th September 2023. Our Lovely teachers and the Pre Primary Coordinator
addressed the gathering and reiterated the role of Grandparents in all our lives, as
Grandparents are “A little bit of parents, a little bit of teacher and a little bit of friend”.
The little tots of Wonder Years came up with a scintillating performance as they danced to the
melodious tunes and shared their thoughts and kind words for their grandparents. There were
various games and Karaoke arranged for the GrandParents, they wholeheartedly participated
in the event. The Grandparents appreciated and shared their views on the efforts made by
TSGE to make a connection between the generations through these events.  Indeed the 2023
Grandparents Day was a memorable moment for our Grandparents and our School.



GRAND PARENT’S DAY



VERSOVA BEACH CLEAN UP 
At Thakur School of Global Education, Our excited learners got the noble opportunity to
clean the beach and do their small share to keep life on Mother Earth flourishing. With the
assistance of the “Afroz Shah Foundation,” our students made their way to Versova Beach in
Mumbai on September 16, 2023, for a clean-up activity. The amount of plastic waste dumped
into the ocean and how it is impacting marine life astounded and horrified the students at
the same time. Everyone gained valuable lessons for life from this experience.



GANESH CHATURTHI
CELEBRATION

Ganesh Chaturthi is celebrated as the birthday of Lord Ganesha, the son of Lord Shiva and
Parvati. The festival is also known as Vinayaka Chaturthi or Ganeshotsav. The festival was
heralded with a traditional lamp lighting followed by a prayer to invoke the blessings of Lord
Ganesha. Thakur School of Global Education celebrated it on 18 th September 2023. The
special assemble started with a prayer song followed by a powerpoint presentation which
further expounded on the significance of the festival. Captivating dance performance by our
Grade VII learners left the audience spellbound.
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edition...
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